Directions Frankfurt/Main Campus

How to reach us:

Mörfelder Landstraße 55
60598 Frankfurt/Main

By car
From direction Gießen: Take the A5 direction Frankfurt-Frankfurter Kreuz (Frankfurter Cross). At the Frankfurter Kreuz exit the A5 and take the A3 towards Offenbacher Kreuz (Offenbacher Cross). For further details, please refer to the description "From Würzburg/Munich".

From Würzburg/Munich: Take the A3 direction Frankfurt. At the Offenbacher Kreuz (Offenbacher Cross) turn off in the direction of Frankfurt-Sachsenhausen/Offenbach-Süd. The exit ends at the roundabout, which you leave at the second exit in the direction of Frankfurt-Sachsenhausen. Follow the B3/459 (Babenhäuser Landstraße) to the end. At the end of the Babenhäuser Landstraße turn right into the Darmstädter Landstraße and get into the left lane. Follow Darmstädter Landstraße for approx. 1.5 km to Wendelsplatz. At the Wendelsplatz (large intersection) turn left into the Mörfelder Landstraße (to the right). Follow the street about 300 m to the subway station Südbahnhof (South Station). Mörfelder Landstraße 55 is on the left opposite the Südbahnhof (South Station).

From Cologne: Take the A3 direction Frankfurt. Leave the A3 at junction Frankfurt-Süd and take the B44. Follow the road for 1.5 km in the direction of Frankfurt-Stadtmitte, B44, B43, Stadion. Leave the B44 and turn half right into the street Am Oberforsthaus (B43/B44). Follow the road for 1.8 km. Leave the B44 at the exit Sachsenhausen, turn half right into the Mörfelder Landstraße and follow the road for about 5 km. The Mörfelder Landstraße 55 is on the right – opposite the suburban railway/Südbahnhof (South Station) underground station.

With public transport
From Frankfurt main station: Take the S3 or S4 direction Darmstadt to the stop “Frankfurt-Süd” (Frankfurt-South). Alternatively take the S5 or S6 in the direction of “Frankfurt-Süd” (Frankfurt-South) and drive to the terminus “Frankfurt-Süd” (Frankfurt-South). At the Südbahnhof “Frankfurt-Süd” (South Station Frankfurt-South) follow the exit Mörfelder Landstraße. Opposite you will see Mörfelder Landstraße 55.

From Hauptwache Frankfurt (Main Guard Frankfurt): Take the underground lines U1, U2 or U3 in the direction of “Südbahnhof” (South Station) to the terminus “Südbahnhof” (South Station). At Südbahnhof follow the exit Mörfelder Landstraße. Directly opposite you will see Mörfelder Landstraße 55.

From the airport
Take the S8 or S9 direction Hanau to station Hauptbahnhof (Main Station). For the further course, please refer to the directions with public transport.